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Pull Mommy back from the edge with this irreverent adult coloring book!MOMMY DRINKS

BECAUSE YOU CRY is the adult coloring book for the delightfully impolite. For the rare moments

you have to yourself, enjoy the calming act of coloring with a little dose of sass. This collection of

beautiful designs and fun illustrations are paired with the very best of all our worst thoughts, from

â€œI child-proofed my house, but they still get in,â€• to â€œHome is where the vodka is.â€• Each

hilariously captioned design is printed on sturdy, tear-out pages perfect for amusing decoration or

passive-aggressive gift-giving. When you want to unwind with coloring but arenâ€™t in the mood to

embrace sunshine and daisies, MOMMY DRINKS BECAUSE YOU CRY is the perfect adult coloring

book to let you speak your native sarcasm!
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I really was looking forward to this book, I mean come on, "Mommy drinks because you cry"? What

momma couldn't use a good laugh?!? However I'm fairly disappointed, first of all when it says "64"

pages it really means 32, as the opposite sides are blank, which I understand if you use markers &

don't want it to bleed through, BUT it is just a wee bit misleading, and to top it off the first two (read

4) pages are the title page & credits so really you are only talking 30 coloring pages (see the first

two pictures I included here) ...and on the note of coloring, the pages even that is limited as the

design only takes up part of the page & then a quote is stuck in the middle of part (again see my

photos, first 4 designs are shown) - seems it would have been nicer if the quote had been



incorporated into the design so that the entire page was something to color as I've seen in other

similar books. And at the $10 price tag for this one I could have bought two if not 3 of those other

similar books. Not sure it is worth the effort to return, if I would have bought it locally maybe, though

on that note had I seen it locally I would have been able to thumb through it at which point I probably

would have set it back on the shelf & chosen something else :(

Okay, yes, these are printed on one side of the page, so it you really want to do bulk coloring, this

isn't the book for you. If however your kids have been driving you bat sh!t crazy, this should give

you a good belly laugh. I.bought one for myself, now I'm buying more for mommy friends, with a

bottle of wine & colored pencils this is an awesome gift. It is irreverent and funny. Not for a new

mommy who still thinks it's all going to be cute coos and sweet smiles. However a momma who has

argued with a 3year old over the necessity of bath or ruined a life by insisting shoes be put away will

enjoy this.

It's a funny coloring book with snarky sayings and fun pages to color. You can never please overly

critical people, luckily I'm not one of those, however I am more than happy and love this book so

much I also got one for a friend who was thoroughly impressed. We laughed together as we were

coloring and drinking wine....like adults

C'mon... lighten up! My youngest kid is 28 and I had to have this book. I did thumb through it, and

thought 9.99 was fine compared to some of my "artier" color books. Pages are printed on one side

in case you want to display your artwork individually, not to mention skipping the frustration of

having to try to work in bleed through from the other side. We need a Grandma one!

This book is utterly hilarious. I sat next to a woman on the train who was coloring in it, and I

immediately stopped and bought one on my way home! I color to relax, and the snarky sayings and

cutesy art in this book are a great stress reliever - and an antidote to all the really sweet and earnest

coloring books out there. If you have a sense of humor and a healthy dose of cynicism, you'll love

this book!
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